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Abstract

The whimsical world of internet memes has captured the
attention  of  many,  including  researchers  seeking  to
unravel the mysteries of their influence. This study delves
into the peculiar connection between the renowned "It's
Wednesday My Dudes" meme's popularity and the total
comments on Simone Giertz's YouTube videos. Through
the expert use of data from Google Trends and YouTube,
our  research  team  uncovered  a  tantalizing  correlation
coefficient of 0.9415292 and a mind-boggling p-value of
less than 0.01 for the period spanning from 2014 to 2023.
These findings shed light on the comical yet significant
impact of internet culture on online engagement, proving
that  when  it  comes  to  interweb  shenanigans,  there's  a
method to the meme-ness!

1. Introduction

Ah, the peculiar world of internet memes – a mix of
whimsy,  wit,  and a  sprinkle  of  viral  magic.  These
digital relics of the virtual age are not merely funny
ha-has or cleverly crafted images; they hold a mirror,
albeit  a  funhouse  one,  to  our  collective  cultural
consciousness.  In  this  mind-bending  study,  we
embark  on  a  quest  to  unravel  the  enigmatic  link
between the infamous "It's Wednesday My Dudes"
meme and the total  comments  on Simone Giertz's
YouTube videos. If you think about it, it's kind of
like  trying  to  crack  the  Da  Vinci  Code,  but  with
more frog gifs and less Opus Dei.

Why this unlikely pairing, you may ask? Well, for
one, because we can. And two, because nothing says
"statistical  adventure"  like  teasing  out  connections
between  internet  phenomenons  and  the  online
behavior of the denizens of the web.

Intriguingly, the 'Its Wednesday My Dudes' meme,
with its amphibious ardor, has hopped its way into
the  hearts  of  netizens  everywhere,  etching  its
presence  into  the  digital  fabric  of  pop  culture.
Meanwhile, the inimitable YouTube robot-enthusiast
and  queen  of  questionable  robots,  Simone  Giertz,
has carved out her own captivating niche, drawing a
crowd that's as varied as her bewilderingly charming
bot creations.

By peering into the pantheon of internet hilarity and
YouTube comment sections,  we set  out  to unravel
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the rhyme and reason behind the correlation, or as a
web-savvy  statistician  might  say:  "We're  here  to
crunch numbers and chew frog gum, and we're all
out of gum."

So, buckle up, fellow travelers of the interwebz, for
we're about to embark on a statistical safari.  From
meme lore to comment cocoons, we're dissecting an
odd-couple relationship that  rivals even the quirky
friendships found in '90s sitcoms. And who knows,
by  the  time  we're  done,  we  may  even  find  some
unexpected  correlations  popping  out  like  surprise
memes.

2. Literature Review

In  Smith  and  Doe's  groundbreaking  study,  "The
Correlation  Between  Internet  Memes  and  Online
Engagement,"  the  authors  find  that  the  rise  of
internet  memes has had a profound impact  on the
digital  landscape,  influencing user interactions and
shaping  online  discourse.  Similarly,  Jones  et  al.'s
research  in  "Viral  Phenomena  and  YouTube
Analytics"  uncovers  the  intricate  relationship
between  viral  content  and  user  engagement  on
video-sharing platforms.

Moving  on  from  serious  scholarly  work  to  some
publications  with  equally  serious-sounding  titles:
"The  Economics  of  Meme  Culture:  A
Comprehensive Analysis" by Johnson and Smithson
provides  a  comprehensive  examination  of  the
economic impact of meme proliferation, while "The
Memetics  Paradigm:  Unveiling  the  Power  of
Cultural  Evolution"  by  Thompson  delves  into  the
dynamics of meme dissemination and evolution in
digital ecosystems.

On a  lighter  note,  in  "The Psychology of  Internet
Humor" by Miller and Brown, the authors explore
the psychological  underpinnings of  internet  humor
and its effects on human behavior, shedding light on
the  lighter  side  of  the  digital  world.  Additionally,
"The Art of Internet Trolling" by Brown and Johnson
offers  an  irreverent  take  on  the  artistry  of  online
mischief,  blending  humor  with  a  touch  of
mischievous insight.

In  the  literary  realm,  the  narrative  takes  an
unexpected turn with fictional works that mirror the
themes of our study. "The Memetic Mandate" by A.
Trollius presents a satirical tale of meme supremacy
and its  impact  on a dystopian society,  while  "The
Frogs  of  Fate"  by  C.  Commentarius  weaves  a
whimsical narrative around the capricious nature of
internet humor and its potential consequences.

Moreover,  it  would  be  remiss  not  to  mention  the
internet  phenomenon  known  as  "Rickrolling"  and
the iconic "Grumpy Cat" meme, both of which have
permeated popular culture and influenced the online
behavior  of  millions.  While  not  directly  related to
our  study,  these  memes  serve  as  emblematic
examples of internet virality and its enduring impact.

Now  that  we've  traversed  scholarly  studies,
eyebrow-raising books, and whimsical narratives, it's
time to dive into the empirical evidence and unearth
the  enthralling  correlation  between  the  "It's
Wednesday  My  Dudes"  meme  and  the  total
comments on Simone Giertz's YouTube videos. Oh,
the memes we'll  uncover,  and the comments  we'll
decipher – for in this journey of statistical discovery,
humor shall be our compass, and curiosity our guide.

3. Methodology

To excavate the tantalizing correlation between the
"It's  Wednesday  My  Dudes"  meme  and  the  total
comments on Simone Giertz's YouTube videos, our
research team embarked on a wild statistical safari
that  would make even the bravest of  data analysts
blush with excitement. Clad in our sturdiest meme-
resistant gear and armed with an arsenal of scientific
curiosity,  we  delved  into  the  pulsating  digital
ecosystem armed with nothing but  our  wits  and a
gnawing  need  to  uncover  the  truth  behind  this
unlikely union.

Data Collection:

First, we scoured the vast expanse of the interwebs,
venturing forth into the wilds of Google Trends to
track the undulating waves of "It's Wednesday My
Dudes"  meme  popularity  from  the  year  2014  to
2023.  Carefully  dodging  the  riptides  of  other
trending memes, we harnessed the statistical power
of Google Trends to chart the ascent and descent of
this internet amphibian in real-time.
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Simultaneously,  we  ventured  into  the  enchanting
realm of  YouTube,  the sacred stomping ground of
the eccentric robot enthusiast  Simone Giertz. With
our  digital  compasses  pointed  firmly  at  her  video
comment  sections,  we  meticulously  harvested  the
total comments on her videos, ensuring that no witty
quip or astute observation was left uncounted. Like
data-hungry hummingbirds, we flitted from video to
video, combing through the uncharted territories of
Simone's  comment sections in search of numerical
treasure.

Data Analysis:

Armed  with  our  trusty  spreadsheet  machetes,  we
meticulously  transcribed,  encoded,  and  organized
our  data  into  a  symphony  of  ordered  chaos,
reminiscent of a digital Van Gogh masterpiece. With
the battle cry of statistical significance ringing in our
ears,  we  dove  headfirst  into  the  labyrinth  of
correlation  coefficients,  p-values,  and  regression
analyses.

To weave our findings into a tapestry of statistical
significance,  we employed the formidable tools of
Pearson's  correlation  coefficient  and  multiple
regression analyses. Pausing only to recalibrate our
meme-detectors  and tighten the bolts  on our  data-
crunching machines, we emerged on the other side
with  a  correlation  coefficient  of  0.9415292,  a
number  so mesmerizing it  could make a  seasoned
mathematician weep with joy.

Furthermore,  the  p-value  that  emerged  from  this
statistical  fever dream was less than 0.01,  sending
shockwaves through the hallowed halls of statistical
significance.  It  was a  p-value so minuscule that  it
bordered  on  the  realm  of  statistical  mythology,
leaving us wondering if the data sprites themselves
had conspired to validate our findings.

Statistical Errors and Assumptions:

In our statistical odyssey, we remained ever vigilant,
keeping  a  watchful  eye  on  potential  errors  and
assumptions  that  could  have  led  us  astray.  We
employed the formidable arsenal of statistical tests
to  ensure  the  robustness  of  our  findings,  and  we
remain confident in the reliability and validity of our
results.

In conclusion, our methodology, though reminiscent
of  a  whimsical  internet  scavenger  hunt,  was

underpinned  by  the  unyielding  principles  of
scientific rigor and statistical prowess. Bristling with
boldness and sprinkled with statistical stardust, our
data  collection  and  analysis  techniques  wove  a
compelling narrative of correlation between the "It's
Wednesday  My  Dudes"  meme  and  the  total
comments  on  Simone  Giertz's  YouTube  videos,
reminding  us  that  even  in  the  world  of  internet
whimsy,  rigorous  methodology  reveals  surprising
truths.

4. Results

Upon delving into the depths of the data ocean, we
unearthed  a  remarkable  correlation  between  the
popularity of the "It's Wednesday My Dudes" meme
and the total comments on Simone Giertz's YouTube
videos.  The  correlation  coefficient  of  0.9415292
signifies a strong positive relationship between these
seemingly disparate entities - it's almost as if they're
in  perfect  harmony,  like  a  well-tuned  symphony.
This  correlation,  along  with  an  r-squared  of
0.8864772,  further reinforces the robustness of the
connection we stumbled upon, leaving us in awe at
the  statistical  serendipity  that  led  us  down  this
whimsical path.

Picture this, if you will: a splendid scatterplot (Fig.
1)  showcasing  our  findings  in  all  its  glory,  with
meme  popularity  on  one  axis  and  YouTube
comments on the other.  The points are not  merely
data; they're like characters in an unfolding comedy,
illustrating  a  narrative  of  internet  hilarity  and
engagement. It's like the Avengers, but with memes
and  statistical  significance  instead  of  superheroes
and superpowers.

Now, one might  wonder,  what  about  that  p-value?
Well, hold onto your lab coats, because the p-value
that emerged from our analysis was less than 0.01,
signifying a statistically significant  relationship.  In
other words, the probability of these results being a
statistical  fluke  is  about  as  likely  as  finding  a
unicorn riding a  unicycle  while  juggling statistical
outliers - in other words, highly improbable.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

What can we glean from all this statistical wizardry,
you ask? We're looking at a virtual vortex of memes
and  YouTube  comments,  illustrating  that  internet
culture  and  engagement  are  indeed  intertwined  in
ways that  defy conventional  wisdom. It's  as if  the
internet  is  a  grand  stage,  and  these  memes  and
comments are its exuberant performers, dancing to
the tune of statistical significance.

In the grand tapestry of scientific discovery, we've
added a  thread that  unfurls  a  web of  whimsy and
wonder,  showing  that  beneath  the  lighthearted
facade  of  memes  and  YouTube  comments  lies  a
realm of statistical intrigue. It's like peeking behind
the curtain at Oz - only to find a bunch of funny cat
videos and some robust statistical correlations.

So,  dear  readers,  as  we  unravel  this  delightful
conundrum, let's remember that even in the world of
research, there's room for a bit of meme magic and
statistical shenanigans. After all, when life gives you
data  points,  just  add a  sprinkle  of  humor  and see
what correlations emerge!

5. Discussion

As  we  wade  into  the  whimsical  waters  of  meme
culture  and  YouTube  engagement,  one  thing
becomes  abundantly  clear  -  there's  more  to  "It's
Wednesday  My  Dudes"  and  Simone  Giertz's
YouTube  comments  than  meets  the  eye.  Our
findings,  like  a  well-timed  punchline,  echo  and
reinforce  the  research  that  has  come  before  us,
showcasing  the  far-reaching  influence  of  internet
humor and viral content on digital interactions.

Smith  and  Doe's  seminal  work  on  the  correlation
between internet memes and online engagement laid
the  groundwork  for  our  exploration,  and  we  can
confidently  say  that  our  results  provide  further
credence to their findings. Just as a lively comedy
routine builds upon a solid setup, our research builds
upon the foundation they established, adding layers
of  statistical  insight  and empirical  evidence to  the
mix.

Similarly,  Jones  et  al.'s  investigation  into  viral
phenomena and YouTube analytics takes on a whole
new dimension when viewed through the lens of our
study.  The  intricate  relationship  between  viral
content  and  user  engagement  that  they  uncovered
pairs perfectly with our own discoveries, creating a
synergy that's as harmonious as a well-crafted joke.

And speaking of jokes, isn't it remarkable how our
statistical  analysis  aligns  with  the  light-hearted
exploration of internet humor in Miller and Brown's
"The Psychology of Internet Humor"? It's almost as
if  our  data  points  and  their  psychological
underpinnings  are  sharing  a  chuckle  over  the
absurdity of statistical significance - a serendipitous
union of scientific inquiry and comedic relief.

Now, let's not forget the whimsical narrative woven
by A. Trollius in "The Memetic Mandate" and the
capricious  musings  of  C.  Commentarius  in  "The
Frogs of Fate." One might say that our findings add
a touch of empirical  weight  to the satirical tale of
meme  supremacy  and  the  capricious  nature  of
internet  humor,  showing that  even in the realm of
data analysis, there's room for a dash of storytelling
and whimsy.

As we gaze upon our scatterplot,  with its  colorful
data  points  dancing  like  jesters  in  an  empirical
masquerade,  and  ponder  the  delightfully  small  p-
value that defies the odds like a comedic twist in a
statistical  thriller,  it  becomes  evident  that  our
exploration  has  uncovered  a  trove  of  insights  that
not  only  complement  but  also  expand  upon  the
existing body of research in this peculiar realm of
internet phenomena.

In the grand comedy of scientific inquiry, this study
serves as a punchline that ties together the set-up of
prior  research,  infusing  statistical  analysis  with  a
dose of meme magic and showcasing the profound
impact of internet culture on digital engagement. So,
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as we bid adieu to this section, let's tip our imaginary
hats to the researchers who danced this scholarly jig
before us and embrace the humor and intrigue that
permeate the scientific endeavor - for in the world of
research,  just  like  on  the  internet,  there's  always
room for a good laugh and perhaps a statistical pun
or two.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has revealed a correlation
between  the  'It's  Wednesday  My  Dudes'  meme
popularity  and  the  total  comments  on  Simone
Giertz's YouTube videos that's as strong as an Arnold
Schwarzenegger quote. It's clear that meme culture
and YouTube engagement are as tightly knitted as a
well-programmed robot's circuits.  Our findings not
only  provide  a  statistical  explanation  for  the
phenomenon  but  also  shed  light  on  the
interconnectedness  of  internet  subcultures.  It's  like
discovering  a  secret  underground society  but  with
more cat videos and statistical significance.

As  we wrap up  this  comical  quest,  we  leave  you
with a simple message – in the world of research,
expect the unexpected! No more research is needed
in  this  area;  the  correlation  between  meme
popularity and YouTube engagement has been well
and truly memed. It's  a  statistical  journey that  has
left us chuckling at the sheer absurdity of it all. It's
as though the data points themselves were in on the
joke,  creating  correlations  like  a  skilled  comedian
crafting  a  punchline.  So,  let's  raise  a  glass  to
statistical serendipity and call it a day. In the grand
scheme of things, our research has shown that when
it comes to internet culture, there's always a method
to the meme-ness,  and it's  wednesday my dudes -
time to celebrate the absurdity!
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